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Abstract
We establish a direct connection between general tensor networks and deep feedforward artificial neural networks. The core of our results is the construction of
neural-network layers that efficiently perform tensor contractions, and that use
commonly adopted non-linear activation functions. The resulting deep networks
feature a number of edges that closely matches the contraction complexity of
the tensor networks to be approximated. In the context of many-body quantum
states, this result establishes that neural-network states have strictly the same or
higher expressive power than practically usable variational tensor networks. As
an example, we show that all matrix product states can be efficiently written as
neural-network states with a number of edges polynomial in the bond dimension
and depth logarithmic in the system size. The opposite instead does not hold
true, and our results imply that there exist quantum states that are not efficiently
expressible in terms of matrix product states or PEPS, but that are instead efficiently
expressible with neural network states.
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Introduction

Many fundamental problems in science can be formulated in terms of finding an explicit representation
of complex high-dimensional functions, ranging from time-dependent vector fields to normalized
probability densities. In recent years, Machine Learning (ML) techniques based on deep learning [19]
have become the leading numerical approach for approximating high-dimensional functions found
in industrial applications. Due to this success, ML methods have also been recognized as a prime
computational tool to attack functional approximation problems in physics [4].
In quantum physics, one of the main theoretical challenges in describing interacting, many-body
systems stems from the complexity of finding explicit representations of many-particle quantum
wave functions. Tensor networks states (TNS) are a well-established general-purpose ansatz for
representing such functions. TNS are intrinsically rooted in the notion of locality in quantum systems
and constitute both a key theoretical language to analyze many-body phenomena as well as a powerful
numerical tool for simulations [42, 34, 29, 41, 10]. Recently, neural-network-based representation
of quantum states, dubbed NQS, have been introduced [6] and subsequently used in a variety of
variational applications. A key theoretical question is how these two alternatives relate to each other,
and whether some families of quantum states are better described in terms of one of them.
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Several theoretical properties of NQS have been established to date. General representation theorems
for neural networks [11] guarantee that sufficiently large NQS can describe arbitrary quantum states.
Moreover, exact representations of many-body ground states of local Hamiltonians can be analytically
found in terms of deep Boltzmann Machines [5]. Both representation results however do not bound
the size of the corresponding NQS networks that, in the worst case, can be exponentially large in
the number of physical degrees of freedom [16]. Despite the worst-case exponential bound on NQS,
examples of physically-relevant quantum states that can be efficiently represented are numerous.
These encompass both analytical and numerical results. On the analytical side, for example exact
and compact NQS representations of several correlated topological phases of matter are known
[13, 24, 17, 26]. On the numerical side, suitable learning algorithms have shown competitive
results to find ab-initio approximate description of many physical systems of interest in physics
[18, 9, 37, 33, 23, 39] and chemistry [32, 22, 8].
As mentioned, a well-established paradigm for describing many-body quantum states are TNS.
While generic TNS are widely believed to be general enough to compactly describe most physical
quantum states, however only a restricted subset of them are amenable for numerical calculations.
A determining factor in the applicability of TNS as variational quantum states is played by how
complex it is to use these representations to compute physical quantities, and it is in turn related to the
complexity of contracting TNS. TNS that can be efficiently contracted most notably encompass matrix
product states (MPS) [42], a very powerful representation of low-entangled states in one-dimension.
Higher-dimensional TNS are in general to be contracted only approximately, and rigorous complexity
results have been established. For example, computing expectation values of physical quantities over
planar tensor networks in two dimension, the Projected Entangled Pair States (PEPS) [40], is non
polynomial problem that is known to belong to the #P complexity class [36, 20].
Given the distinctive features of NQS and TNS, several works have studied possible connections
between the two representations. For example, the volume-law entanglement capacity of neural
networks has been established in several works [14, 7, 25]. Also, mappings between the two
classes of states have been realized, including between general fully-connected NQS and MPS with
exponentially large bond-dimension [7]. An approach mapping MPS onto non-standard neuralnetworks has also been introduced [31]. Despite the important theoretical progress, however a
direct mapping between generic, efficiently contractible TNS and standard NQS has not been
established to date. This situation for example leaves open the possibility that TNS can offer a general
representational advantage over NQS representations [3, 30], and that there might exist compact,
contractible TNS that cannot be expressed by means of compact NQS.
In this work, we establish a direct mapping between TNS in arbitrary dimension and NQS. By
directly constructing neural-network layers that perform tensor contractions, we show that efficiently
contractible TNS can be constructed in terms of polynomially sized neural-networks. Our result,
in conjunction with previously established results on the entanglement capacity of NQS, then
demonstrates that NQS constitute a very flexible classical representation of quantum states, and that
TNS commonly used in variational applications are strictly a subset of NQS.
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Preliminaries

We consider in the following a pure quantum system, constituted by N discrete degrees of freedom
s≡(s1 , . . . , sN ) (e.g. spins, occupation numbers, etc.) such that the wave-function (WF) amplitudes
hs|Ψi = Ψ(s) fully specify its state. Following the approach introduced in [6], we can represent
log(Ψ(s)) as g1 (s) + i · g2 (s), where g1 and g2 are two outputs of a feed-forward neural network,
parametrized by a possibly large number of network connections. Given an arbitrary set of quantum
numbers, s, the output value computation of the corresponding NQS can generally1 be described
as two roots of a directed
acyclic graph (V, E),where the value of each node v ∈ V is recursively

P
defined by v(s) = σ bv + (u,v)∈E Wu,v u(s) , where {Wu,v ∈ R}(u,v)∈E and {bv ∈ R}v∈V are
the parameters of the network, and σ : R → R is some non-linear function known as the activation
function, e.g., ReLU(x) = max(x, 0) or softplus(x) = log(exp(x) + 1) [28, 15]. The root nodes
1
This is the classical definition of a neural network. However, some of the models used today slightly deviate
from it, e.g., self-attention modules use bilinear operations in addition to affine ones. While our proof for
section 3 consider only the classical definition, extending it to support many of these variants is trivial.
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of the network can optionally use the identity instead of a non-linear activation function. The depth
of a neural network is defined as the maximal distance between an input node and the roots.
Alternatively, a state Ψ(s) can also be viewed as a complex tensor As1 ,...,sN that is in turn represented
in terms of tensor factorization schemes. Most forms of tensor factorizations are conveniently
described graphically via Tensor Networks (TN), undirected graphs whose nodes are tensors and
edges specify contractions between connected tensors. See App. A for a brief introduction to TN.
In the next section we will present our main results on efficiency of approximating TN by NN.
To properly discuss the complexity of computing a TN, we have to be specific on how a given
TN is computed. First, a contraction order must be selected, i.e., the order by which intermediate
tensors are computed (see App. A for a precise description). Second, we must precisely describe the
computational circuit of a given TN to be able to characterize some structural properties, e.g. depth
and number of neurons, of the NN approximating it. Given a contraction order, the value of Ψ(s) can
alternatively be described in the form of an arithmetic circuit, i.e., a computational graph comprising
productQ
and weighted-sum nodes. Specifically, the value for a product node
Pv ∈ P is given by
v(s) = (u,v)∈E u(s), and for a weighted-sum node v ∈ S is given by v(s) = (u,v)∈E Wu,v ·u(s),
where {Wu,v ∈ C}(u,v)∈E are the parameters of the circuit, corresponding to the tensor nodes in the
tensor network. Input to the arithmetic circuit is represented by leaf input nodes, where for every si
and possible value k there is an indicator node vi,k = 1 [si = k]. The depth of the circuit is defined
the same as for neural networks. See Fig. 3 for an illustration of a simple TN to AC conversion.
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Main Results

Here we present our main results. First, that NN can represent any quantum state that is modeled by a
TN with the same efficiency. Second, that there exist states that NN can model efficiently, but require
exponential time for common forms of TN. The main outcome of our work is the representability
diagram in Fig. 1, summarizing the expressive power of NN and TN as variational quantum states.
As discussed, the expressive efficiency of TN is defined with respect to a given contraction scheme
that gives rise to an explicit computation in the form of an AC, composed of product and weighted
sum operations. Hence, the fundamental question is whether AC can be efficiently simulated by NN.
While the relationship between NN and AC has not been well studied, several works did study the
relationship between NN and other polynomial functions [27, 43, 38]. However, the prior methods
do not yield sufficiently good bounds when applied to the problem at hand, resulting in impractical
results. This inefficiency is inherently related to focusing on linear metrics between functions, rather
than multiplicative. Because WF amplitudes are normalized, their absolute values are very small
while their relative values are often orders-of-magnitude apart. See App. B for a longer discussion.
As opposed to prior approaches, we consider the approximation of the log-value of AC, i.e., finding
g such that kg − ln f k∞ <  – which translate to multiplicative bound in linear space – rather then
kg − f k∞ < . Working in log-space has the advantage that more reasonable values (not dependent
on N ) for  are sufficient for a meaningful approximation of WF amplitudes. We use the infinity
norm to measure the error of two states because it gives a precise estimate over all inputs. Another
common measure for the closeness of two quantum states is their fidelity, i.e., |hψ|φi|. However,
notice that closeness of the log-value under the infinity norm also implies closeness under the fidelity.
We assume the magnitude of the AC’s output is strictly positive for all inputs and greater than some
fix value, fmin , such that the log-value is well-define. fmin can be extremely small, on the order of
10
10−10 , without having a meaningful impact on our results and so it bares little effect in practice.
Furthermore, to simplify the presentation of our proofs, we assume the absolute value of both real
and imaginary parts to be strictly positive, though this last assumption could be relaxed. Under this
settings, we proved that NN can simulate AC to almost arbitrary precision and with little overhead:
Theorem 1 Let f : X → C be a complex-valued function given by an arithmetic circuit comprising n nodes and m edges, of depth l, and using complex parameters. Assume
0 < fmin ≡ inf x∈X min{|re(f (x))| , |im(f (x))|}, and define Wmax ≡ max{1, maxe∈E We }.
Then, there exist a function g : X → R2 described by a neural network comprising
O (n + m + c) nodes, O (m + c) edges, of depth O (l log(m) + c), and using softplus activation functions and real parameters
|g1 (x)
 
such that
 maxx∈Xq
 + i · g2 (x) − log(f (x))| < , where
2 m
Wmax
1
1
c(, m, Wmax , fmin )≡O ln
+ ln 
 ln fmin
 .
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Figure 1: Expressive power of classically tractable variational quantum states. Different classes
of quantum states describing a qudit system with N degrees of freedom and comprising poly(N )
variational parameters are compared. Matrix Product States (MPS) can efficiently represent gapped
ground-states of one-dimensional systems. PEPS* denotes here Projected Entangled Pair States of
bond dimension χ that are exactly or approximately contracted in poly(N, χ) time on a classical
computer. Neural Quantum States (NQS) comprise all polynomially tractable TN, thus include MPS,
and PEPS∗, while also representing additional states with volume law entanglement that are not
efficiently described by such planar TN.
The proof of Theorem 1, which is given in full in app. C, is based on two steps. First, we show that AC
with non-negative parameters and inputs can be exactly reconstructed with NN with real parameters
and softplus activation functions. In this simple case, for any intermediate values x1 , x2 ≥ 0, we can
set oi = log(xi )(where 0 is mapped to the right-side limit of −∞), and then multiplication becomes
summation, i.e., log(x1 · x2 ) = o1 + o2 . For summation, softplus activations arise naturally:

log(x1 +x2 ) = log(eo1 +eo2 ) = o1 + log 1+eo2 −o1 = o1 + softplus(o2 −o1 ).
(1)
For log-space summation of n inputs, we can decompose it as a binary tree, which gives the log(m)
correction to the depth of the network. Second, we reduce the complex case to the non-negative
case plus a finite number of smooth operations, which can be approximated efficiently by employing
various techniques. Since only a finite number of operations requires approximation, it results in the
additive term c(, m, Wmax , fmin ), which is merely logarithmic in the number of edges of the AC, and
double logarithmic with respect to the magnitudes of the weights and the WF amplitudes. These weak
dependencies of the target AC result in practically arbitrary precision. The immediate implication of
Theorem 1 is that NQS can simulate TNS at least as efficiently as their TN representation:
Corollary 1 For any tensor network quantum state with a contraction scheme of run-time k, and at
most b bits of precision in computations and parameters, there exists a neural network that approxi
 q1
1
+
ln
mate it with a maximal error of  and of run-time (number of edges) O k + ln2 kb


 .
For the specific case of MPS, Cor. 1 translates to the following:
Corollary 2 For any MPS over N sites, each of local dimension d, with bond dimension χ, and fixed
b bits of precision, there exists a neural network of depth l consisting of m edges that approximates
its contraction algorithm
, where l and m 
depend on the contraction
scheme:
 up to
p 
p 
2
1. Sequential: l = Õ N + 1/ and m = Õ N dχ + 1/ .

p
p 
2. Parallel: Õ(ln N + 1/) and m = Õ N (d + χ)χ2 + 1/ .
where Õ denotes big-O while ignoring logarithmic factors.
In turn, this result also allows to use previously established rigorous results on MPS to directly
quantify the expressive power of NQS on special classes of quantum systems. For example, Hastings
famously established an area-law entanglement for the gapped ground state of one-dimensional
systems [21] that directly translates into an efficient approximation by MPS [21, 2, 35, 12]. Our
result in 2, in connection with the bound established in [21] implies:
Corollary 3 Consider a 1D Hamiltonian H defined on N qudits of finite local dimension d, and with
a non-vanishing spectral
p gap ∆. The ground state of a H can be written as a deep neural network of
depth l = O(ln N + 1/) and m=O (poly(N, 1/)) edges.
Though we have established a strictly inclusive relationship, we show that the reverse is not true, that
is, there are NQS that cannot be efficiently reproduced by generally used variational TNS.:
4

Corollary 4 There exist quantum states that can be represented by NN with parameters and runtime
polynomial in the number of sites, that MPS, MERA, and PEPS tensor networks cannot represent
efficiently unless they use exponential number of parameters.
The proof is based a prior work that used convolutional AC as indirect analogs to convolutional NN,
and showed that convolutional AC can represent some volume-law states, which MPS, PEPS and
MERA cannot represent efficiently. Using Theorem 1 we can translate their result to real-world NN.
See Fig. 4 in App. D for an illustration. Cor. 4 leaves open the possibility of novel geometries for
TNS that could be efficient. Nevertheless, using Theorem 1, even these hypothetical TNS could be
represented by NQS.
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Discussion

In this work we have introduced a general mapping between tensor networks and deep artificial neural
networks. This mapping allows to directly connect two of the most important classes of parametric
representations of high dimensional functions, and allows to establish a representation diagram of
modern variational many-body variational quantum states. Moreover, our results could be extended
to support approximated contraction schemes as well (See App. E). We expect that our mapping
will be especially useful to establish further rigorous representation results on neural-network based
quantum states, using the well-developed theory of tensor-network representations. On the other
hand, the kind of neural-network architectures and connectivity patterns resulting from our mapping
might also inspire new practical applications inspired by successful tensor-network ideas. Along the
same lines, our mapping can also help clarify in what circumstances gradient-based optimization
strategies, ubiquitous in machine learning, are to be preferred over successful alternated optimization
strategies instead commonly adopted for tensor networks.
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A

Introduction to Tensor Networks

Here we give a brief introduction to the basic concepts of tensor networks (TN). See Fig. 2 for the
accompanying illustrations. TN is a graphical notation for describing common tensor operations
and factorization schemes. Nodes in the graph represent tensors, where edges correspond to indices,
ranging from vectors (top left) and matrices (top middle) to arbitrary high-dimensional tensors (top
right). Connected nodes represent tensor contractions, i.e., a summation over matching indices
of the products of all tensor nodes in the graph, e.g., matrix-vector multiplication (bottom left).
Tensor networks are useful for describing tensor factorizations, e.g., SVD factorization of matrices
(bottom right). The most commonly used forms of TN are Matrix Product States (MPS), Tree
Tensor Networks (TTN), Projected Entangled Pair States (PEPS), and Multi-scale Entanglement
Renormalization Ansatz (MERA).
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Figure 2: Illustrations of basic elements and operations of tensor networks, as well as common tensor
networks types.

Figure 3: (left) Sequential contraction scheme for Matrix Product States: At step 1, we map indices
d1 , . . . , d8 to their corresponding matrices (or vectors at boundaries), a O(dχ2 )-time operation. In
each of the following steps, we contract a boundary vector with its neighboring matrix node, a
O(χ2 )-time operation, amounting to a total of O(N dχ2 ) for the entire contraction, performed in
N steps. (middle) Parallel3 contraction scheme for Matrix Product States: Following step 1 as in
the sequential contraction, we contract pairs of neighboring nodes in parallel, each an O(χ3 )-time
operation, amounting to a total of O(N (d + χ)χ2 ) for the entire contraction, performed in log2 (N )
steps. (right) Illustration of a simple contraction scheme, in this case matrix-vector multiplication, as
an arithmetic circuit.
The complexity of contracting a TN exactly is dependent on its contraction order. While finding the
optimal contraction order for an arbitrary TN is known to be NP-complete, for many common TN
forms, e.g. Matrix Product States, efficient algorithms exist. Two such contraction schemes are the
sequential and parallel contractions that are depicted in Fig. 3.

B

Related Works on Approximating Polynomial Functions with Neural
Networks

When examining the ability of NN to approximate polynomials, one can notice that while the weighted
sum operation is straitforward for NN, the product operation is not trivially simulated by NN and
has been the topic of several works [27, 43, 38] in the context of the approximation power of NN.
Nevertheless, we could not base our approximation scheme on these claims without attaining worse
bounds. The most recent result [43] on approximating products with NN demonstrates a construction
with a width and a depth at most O(log(M/)) such that maxx,y∈[−M,M ] |NN(x, y) − x · y| < .
While this impressive rate of approximation is sufficient for many purposes, it is less suitable for
quantum states representation.
Consider for example an arbitrary N -qubit system, then due to normalization at least half of its wavefunction amplitudes are, in modulus, less than 2−N/2 , which entails  < 2−N/2 for a meaningful
approximation. Thus, using this construction would require at least poly(N ) width and depth for
every product operation, resulting in a multiplicative polynomial penalty to the runtime. In practice,
this polynomial penalty would have major ramifications. To put this in perspective, a 10×10 two3
When parallelizing across sites, the effective run-time in practice depends mostly on the number of steps,
i.e., log2 N , and χ2 rather than χ3 because each matrix multiplication itself can be parallelized across the
coordinates of the output matrix, resulting in O(χ2 log N ).
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dimensional system would require at least hundreds of NN layers regardless of the complexity of the
TNS.

C

Proof of Theorem 1

In this section we describe the proof of Theorem 1. We begin by providing a sketch of the proof,
followed by the full proof. As mentioned in the main text, we prove the theorem in two steps. First,
prove the theorem for the case of non-negative AC. Second, reduce the general complex case to the
non-negative case.
C.1

Proof Sketch

The proof is based on two steps. First, we show that AC with non-negative parameters and inputs
can be exactly reconstructed with NN with real parameters and softplus activation functions. Let
o1 = log(x1 ), o2 = log(x2 ) for x1 , x2 ≥ 0. Then, working in log-space, multiplication becomes
summation, i.e., log(x1 · x2 ) = o1 + o2 , making input-input multiplication trivial for NN, unlike
before. For every input-parameter multiplication, i.e., a sum-node edge in the AC graph, we add
an auxiliary neuron with a single input. The AC’s parameters are stored in the bias terms of these
auxiliary neurons, adding m nodes to the NN but with negligible effect on runtime (number of edges).
For summation, softplus activations arise naturally:
log(x1 + x2 ) = log(exp(o1 ) + exp(o2 ))
= o1 + log (1 + exp(o2 − o1 ))
= o1 + softplus(o2 − o1 ).

(2)

For log-space summation of n inputs, we can decompose it as a binary tree, which gives the log(m)
correction to the depth of the network. With both log-space NN analogs in place, a non-negative AC
can be exactly reproduce with same asymptotic time complexity.
For the second step, we reduce the general complex case to the non-negative case. A real number
x ∈ R can be represented with a redundant representation of two non-negative numbers x+ , x− ≥ 0
by x = x+ − x− . Addition and multiplication can be applied directly on this representation:
x + y = (x+ + y+ ) − (x− + y− )
x · y = (x+ · y+ + x− · y− ) − (x− · y+ + x+ · y− )
Thus, a real AC can be expressed as the difference of two non-negative AC, and a complex AC by
representing the real and imaginary parts in this fashion. Finally, to compute the logarithm of this
redundant complex representation, i.e., the log-magnitude and phase, we employ various univariate
approximation schemes. Since these two operations are smooth and used only at the end of the
network, it results in the additive term c(, m, Wmax , fmin ), which is merely logarithmic in the
number of edges of the AC, and double logarithmic with respect to the magnitudes of the weights and
the WF amplitudes. Due to these weak dependencies of the target AC, it allows for an approximation
with a practically arbitrary precision.
C.2

Non-negative Case

For the first step, we assume an AC with non-negative inputs and parameters. The inputs and AC
parameters are transformed to their log-value, where we extend the real-line with ±∞ and represent
log(0) = −∞. For most practical considerations, −∞ could be substituted with a large but finite
negative constant.
In our NN construction, we freely use the identity instead of a softplus activation function when it
is more convenient. We can do so because the identity operation can be simulated with arbitrary
10

precision using the weighted sum of just two neurons with softplus activations:
x = max(x, 0) − max(−x, 0),
softplus(δx)
1
max(x, 0) = lim
= lim ln(1 + exp(δx)),
δ→∞
δ→∞ δ
δ

→0
 z
}|
{

1
ln(1 + exp(δx))
x≤0
δ
= lim
,
→0

δ→∞ 
z
}|
{

x + 1δ ln(1 + exp(−δx)) x > 0
softplus(δx) − softplus(−δx)
.
δ
The above workaround can at most double the number of neurons and edges in our construction, and
thus does not affect our asymptotic bounds.
⇒ x = lim

δ→∞

Every product node with k in-edges in the AC is replaced by a neuron with k in-edges, whose weights
Qk
Pk
are set to 1 and bias to 0, representing multiplication in log-space, i.e., log( i=1 xi ) = i=1 oi ,
where {oi = exp(xi )}ki=1 are the log-values of the connected nodes.

Every weighted-sum node with k in-edges and parameterized by w ∈ Rk≥0 is replaced by the
following NN sub-graph of O(k) nodes and O(k) edges. Every input-parameter multiplication term,
i.e., wi · xi , is represented by a single neuron with a single in-edge with weights set to 0 and bias set
to wi , resulting in pi ≡ log(wi · xi ) = wi + oi . Without loosing our generality, assume k = 2t for
Pk
some t ∈ N, and so we can decompose i=1 pi as a complete binary tree of depth t, 2k − 1 nodes,
and 2k − 1 in-edges in total. Each node in the tree represent a binary addition, which can be realized
with 2 neurons, one with softplus activation and one with identity:
log(x1 + x2 ) = log(exp(o1 ) + exp(o2 ))
= o1 + log (1 + exp(o2 − o1 ))
= o1 + softplus(o2 − o1 ).
Applying the above transformations to a non-negative AC with n nodes, m edges, and depth l results
in a NN of depth l log(m) with O(n + m) nodes and O(m) edges, concluding the proof of the first
step.
C.3

Complex Case

For the second step, we begin initially by transforming a complex AC into four distinct non-negative
AC graphs, representing the following four “parts” of a complex number: positive real, negative real,
positive imaginary, and negative imaginary.
Every real number x ∈ R can be represented with the redundant form x = x+ − x− , where
x+ , x− ∈ R≥0 . Multiplication and addition can be performed directly within that representation
using the following identities:
x + y = [x+ + y+ ] − [x− − y− ],
x · y = [x+ · y+ + x− · y− ] − [x+ · y− + x− · y+ ].

Similarly, a complex number z ∈ C can be represented with four components, z = zre,+ − zre,− +
i · (zim,+ − zim,− ), where zre,+ , zre,− , zim,+ , zim,− ∈ R≥0 .

Given a complex AC with m edges, n nodes, and of depth l, we can use the above redundant
representation for its inputs, parameters, and intermediate computations. Propagating the operations with the above identities through the complex AC graph, results in four non-negative AC,
each with O(m) edges, O(n) nodes, and of depth O(l), denoting each component of the complex AC’s output, i.e., AC(z) = AC(ẑ)re,+ − AC(ẑ)re,− + i · (AC(ẑ)im,+ − AC(ẑ)im,− ), where
ẑ = (zre,+ , zre,− , zim,+ , zim,− ). The logarithm of each of these non-negative AC can be represented
with a NN according to the first step.

What remains is to convert the redundant representation to a log-polar form, i.e.,
log(z) = log(|z|) + i · arg(z), per the desired output described in Theorem 1. We employ various approximation techniques to simulate this operation. In the following we denote the components of the
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redundant representation and its log-value by ore,+ = ln zre,+ , ore,− = ln zre,− , oim,+ = ln zim,+ ,
and oim,− = ln zim,− .
C.3.1

Estimating log |z|

In this sub-section, we describe the estimation of log(|z|) by softplus networks.
log(|z|) can be expressed with respect to the redundant representation’s components as:
q

2
2
log |z| = ln
|zre | + |zim | ,
1
ln (1 + exp (2 ln |zim | − 2 ln |zre |)) ,
2
1
= ln |zre | + softplus(2 ln |zim | − 2 ln |zre |),
2
and zim = zim,+ − zim,− .
= ln |zre | +

where zre = zre,+ − zre,−

(3)

In the rest of this sub-section we focus on the approximation of ln |zre |, where the same methods
can be applied for ln |zim |. We begin by defining ore,max = max(ore,+ , ore,− ) and ore,min =
min(ore,+ , ore,− ), and similarly for the imaginary part. Recall that max(x, y) = y + max(x − y, 0)
and min(x, y) = y − max(y − x, 0), and so both can be approximated to arbitrary precision with
softplus networks. With that, we can write:
ln |zre | = ln (max(zre,+ , zre,− ) − min(zre,+ , zre,− ))
= ln (exp(ore,max ) − exp(ore,min )) ,
= ore,min + ln (exp(ore,max − ore,min ) − 1) ,
= ore,min + softplus−1 (ore,max − ore,min ),

where softplus−1 is the inverse of the softplus function. To approximate the inverse, we employ two
strategies: (i) for large values, softplus−1 (x) ≈ x to a high precision, and (ii) for smaller values, we
estimate the inverse using root-finding algorithms, and specifically, the bisection method.
Let  > 0, and x = ore,max − ore,min . For x > xlarge ≡ − ln(1 − exp(−)) it holds that
x − softplus−1 (x) < . For realizing the bisection method, we first set the initial search range for
∗
∗
y ∗ = softplus−1 (x). ymax
can be set to xlarge because softplus−1 (x) ≤ x. For ymin
we can bound
the minimal value of x as follows




zre,max
|zre | + zre,min
x = ore,max − ore,min = ln
= ln
zre,min
zre,min




fmin
|zre |
+ 1 ≥ ln
+1 .
= ln
zre,min
zre,min
Next, we upper bound the value of zre,min by finding an upper bound on the value of a generic
non-negative AC with m edges. First, we replace every non-zero weight with
P the maximal weight
in the graph. Then, we can replace every weighted sum with v(s) =
(u,v)∈E Wu,v u(s) ≤

|{(u, v) ∈ E}| (maxe∈E We ) max(u,v)∈E u(s) . Finally, we can prove by induction along the
0
topological order of the graph that the output of every sub-graph
 of m edgesis upper bounded
0

m
fmin
∗
by m0 max(v,u)∈E |Wv,u | . Thereby, we can set xmin ≡ ln (mW
m + 1 , and thus ymin ≡
max )


fmin
ln (mW
.
m
max )
To simulate the bisection algorithm, we define the approximate Heaviside function by Hδ (x) ≡
x
x
max( 2δ
+ 21 , 0) − max( 2δ
− 12 , 0) that satisfies H = limδ→0 Hδ , and use the following recursive
∗
∗
y
update rule for T ≡ dlog2 ( max −ymin/)e steps:
yi−1,min + yi−1,max
mi ≡
,
2
ci ≡ Hδ (softplus(m) − x)
yi,min ≡ ci yi−1,min + (1 − ci )mi ,
yi,max ≡ ci mi + (1 − ci )yi−1,max ,
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where the multiplications are approximated according to (author?) [43], which requires an additional
∗
∗
O(ln(max{|ymax |,|ymin |}/˜)) edges and depth per multiplication, where ˜ ≡ /8T . The usual bisection
method relies on the exact Heaviside function, however, if δ is chosen to be small enough, then
y
−y
it too satisfies the range halving property, i.e., it holds that yi,max − yi,min = i−1,max 2 i−1,min
and softplus−1 (x) ∈ [yi,min , yi,max ]. The latter holds because either |softplus(m) − x| ≥ δ, a
regime at which H = H, or |softplus(m) − x| < δ, which due to the lipschitzness of softplus−1 it
holds that m − softplus−1 (x) ≤ L |softplus(m) − x| ≤ Lδ. Thus, for δ < /2L, the claim holds.
Similarly, we can use the approximated Heaviside function once more to combine both regimes of x,
by outputting Hδ (x − xlarge )x + (1 − Hδ (x − xlarge )) mT .
 


Wmax
In total, to approximate log |z| up to , requires O ln2 m
ln
nodes, edges, and depth

fmin
on top of the base NN used to approximate the four non-negative AC.
C.3.2

Estimating arg z

In this sub-section, we describe the estimation of arg z by softplus networks, building on the
approximations of ln |zre | and ln |zim | described in the previous sub-section.
arg z can be computed according to the following formula:
arg z = atan2(zim , zre )
 


arctan zzim


 re 


zim


+π
arctan


 zre 

zim
= arctan zre − π



+ π2



π


− 2

undefined

zre > 0
zre < 0 ∧ zim ≥ 0
zre < 0 ∧ zim < 0 .

zre = 0 ∧ zim > 0
zre = 0 ∧ zim < 0
zre = 0 ∧ zim = 0

Since we assumed |zim | , |zre | > 0, then only the first 3 cases are relevant. Therefore, we can write
the formula using the following compact form:


zim
arg z = arctan
+ H(−zre ) sgn(zim )π,
zre
where H is the Heaviside function. Furthermore, we can rewrite in terms of ln |zim | and ln |zre |:


zim
arg z = sgn(zre zim ) arctan
+H(-zre ) sgn(zim )π,
zre
= sgn(zre zim ) arctan exp (ln |zim | − ln |zre |)
+ H(-zre ) sgn(zim )π.
The signs of zre can be computed as sgn(zre ) = H(ore,+ − ore,− ) − H(ore,− − ore,+ ), which can be
approximated with softplus networks using the approximated Heaviside function, H
δ (defined in previ
fmin
ous sub-section). Since we proved in the previous section that |ore,+ − ore,− | ≥ ln (mW
m + 1
max )


fmin
then using 0 < δ < ln (mWmax )m + 1 the approximated Heaviside function will be equivalent to
re )
the exact Heaviside in the regime of our network. Similarly, H(−zre ) = 1−sgn(z
, and so could
2
be computed exactly as well. The multiplications between these terms and arctan exp(.) can be
approximated via (author?) [43], where in this case the since the values are all bounded by ±2, then
we only need O(ln(1/)) nodes, edges and depth for this sub-network.

To approximate t(x) ≡ arctan exp(x), we start with a piecewise-linear approximation, which can
then be approximated to arbitrarily precision with softplus networks. Since t(x) = π2 − t(−x), then
it is enough to show an approximation for x ≤ 0, and the x > 0 case can be constructed with the
1
above identity. For x ≤ 0, t is a 1/2-smooth convex function because its derivative, exp(x)+exp(−x)
,
is strictly increasing and bounded by 1/2 in this range. Hence, for any x, y < 0 it holds that
2
|t(x) + t0 (x)(y − x) − t(y)| ≤ 14 |y − x| .
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For any xmin < 0 and n ∈ N, define the following piecewise linear function. Use n + 1 uniformly
spaced anchor points in the [xmin , 0] range, where the first and last anchors are the boundaries.
For every anchor point x, denote the first-order linear approximation at this point by lx (y) =
t(x) + t0 (x)(y − x). Since t is convex in this range, then lx (y) ≤ t(y), and so for every two
neighboring anchor points x1 < x2 the intersection point of lx1 and lx2 must lie in the range (x1 , x2 ).
Define the segments of the piecewise linear function according to the intersection points and the
matching linear approximations lx of the anchor point within each segment. For any two neighboring
anchors x1 < x2 and x1 ≤ y ≤ x2 , this function can be denoted by max{lx1 (y), lx2 (y)}. Using the
2
x2min
1
last inequality, we can bound the error in the [xmin , 0] range with 14 x2 −x
≤ 16n
2 . For x < xmin ,
2
we extend the segment of the anchor xmin until its intersection with the x-axis, followed by an open
segment for the zero function. Since arctan x ≤ x for any x > 0, then t(x) ≤ exp(x), and so
forxmin = q
− ln(1/)
it holds that ∀x ≤ xmin , |t(x)| < . Thus, a piecewise linear function with

O ln(1/)

1


segments can approximate t(x) up to  maximal difference. Finally, a piecewise

linear function with k segments can be realized with a ReLU network of O(k) nodes and edges, and
of constant depth.
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Figure 4: An illustration of a convolutional neural network (ConvNet), according to Cor. 4, that is
capable of representing two-dimensional quantum spin (d = 2) states with volume-law entanglement
entropy that a PEPS model cannot represent unless it employs exponential (in number of sites)
parameters. The ConvNet is made up of a sequence of L blocks. Each block has two spatial (either
2×1 or 1×2 window size) convolutional layers, eight (in general, 2 log2 (2d)) local convolutional
layers (1×1 windows) and residual connections between them. The residual connections are a direct
result of the o1 + softplus(o2 − o1 ) construction found in Eq. 2. There are no pooling layers except
in the next to last layer, in which a global average pooling operation is applied. The network ends
with a dense layer reducing the dimension to a scalar that represents the log-amplitude of the quantum
state. If a system employs a q×q grid (N = q 2 ), then a ConvNet with L = q/2 blocks can be used to
represent some volume-law states, which PEPS cannot represent efficiently. For one-dimensional
systems, a network can be similarly constructed, demonstrating separation from both MPS and MERA
as well. The same construction can also be extended to higher dimensions and for d > 2.

E Proof Sketch for Extending Results to Approximated Contraction Schemes
Some TN that cannot be efficiently contracted exactly can still be used with approximate. One of the
most notable example for such a case are PEPS. When examining these approximated contraction
algorithms, they typically mostly involve iterative application of linear operations, except for employing a Singular-Value Decomposition operation. Hence, if we could simulate the SVD operation with
a NN, then we could trace the operations of the approximated contraction scheme, use Theorem 1 for
simulating the linear operations and then approximate the remaining SVD operations.
To simulate SVD, we can rely on one of the iterative approximation algorithms [1] used to compute it
in practice. This algorithm involves iteratively employing matrix multiplications, computing the L2
norm of a vector, and some divisions, hence the only missing part is approximating divisions and
square-root operations (for the L2 -norm). Since our construction already represent the log-value of
intermediate computations, then performing divisions is just as easy as multiplications – simply a
subtraction. As for the square-root, it can be approximated with Newton’s method with a quadratic
convergence, using just additions, multiplications and divisions. Combining these methods, an SVD
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can be simulated with NN, and hence some of the most common approximated contraction schemes
as well.
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